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Abstract: There are many students in colleges and universities, and most of them are in the 

open state. The social people can enter and exit in colleges and universities, and the 

financial and personal safety of students and teachers can not be well guaranteed. The 

purpose of this paper is to study the campus security access control system based on 

dependency association rules. This paper introduces the background and research 

significance of the campus security management system, describes the status quo of the 

combination of access control data and campus security, and designs the system functions 

according to the characteristics of access control data, including personnel data 

management, access data management. Base station alarm association rule mining model is 

put forward, and then extracted from the base station alarm database part of data mining, 

data preprocessing been done according to the characteristics of the alarm data mining 

transaction database, the experimental results show that with this article campus entrance 

guard alarm correlation mining model alarm transaction database mining which can obtain 

meaningful alarm rules. 

1. Introduction 

The access control system has been widely applied in many scenarios, such as security, 

transportation, education, medical treatment, police, e-commerce, and so on, showing significant 

application value [1-2]. As the core application of campus digital security, the access control system 

is gradually being applied in many campuses, which greatly reduces the threat from criminals 

outside the campus, thus ensuring the safety of campus people, money and property [3]. However, 

the existing access control system is missing in security prevention for the abnormal or security 

threats of campus personnel themselves, such as students' abnormal behavior, staying out at night, 

skipping class or missing, etc. In addition, with the gradual increase of access control system, there 
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is a lack of effective means to deal with the incoming and outgoing data generated by massive 

personnel in the system and the constantly updated data form, and there is a lack of intelligent 

security application in the use of data, which cannot meet the security needs under the new situation 

[4-5]. 

Access control system is the management of the door control, is a management personnel in and 

out of the security application equipment system, the access control system designed by Sujit 

Biswas is to identify the Mifare S50 IC card number as close to the RFID high-frequency reader 

sensor area, and then compare the data with the database. Finally, the opening and closing of the 

electronic lock is controlled by AT89C52 microcontroller through the control relay. The design 

steps include requirement analysis and determination of the necessary system functions, the 

selection of high-frequency radio frequency card, reader and MCU hardware models, and then 

software design; Finally, the normal communication between each module is debugged to realize 

the scheduled function [6]. Amit Kumar Sikder designed a library access control and reader analysis 

system based on fingerprint recognition technology, WIFI wireless transmission technology and 

Internet of Things (iot) technology in Yangon University Library. The system can collect and 

compare fingerprints in the lower computer system, and transmit relevant access information to the 

upper computer system through WIFI. The system manages the basic data and provides multi-angle 

query statistics for access information [7]. Padmavathi Iyer proposed a method for extracting 

regional evolution interpretation/prediction models based on association rule mining. In order to 

deal with the asymmetry of the learning data used, they suggested to adjust the support allocation 

process of MSApriori and proposed a new algorithm, called BERA[8]. Therefore, the development 

of access control system is of great practical significance for ensuring campus security and 

improving the information management level of schools [9]. 

This paper discusses the source of the subject, the current situation of the school's information 

construction, the current situation of the research field of access control system and the problems 

existing in the process of access control system construction. The introduction of the relevant theory 

and development technology used in the development, determine the actual needs of the school so 

as to determine the system in the development of the function to be completed. This paper 

summarizes the work of this system and the characteristics and function of the significance of the 

system, but also pointed out the development direction of access control technology. 

2. Research on Application of Campus Security Access Control System Relying on Association 

Rules 

2.1. System Configuration Module 

The purpose of system configuration is to set some necessary parameters, such as initialization 

parameters, anomaly detection parameters, etc. In the design of this system, the initial configuration 

is divided into four parts, namely, initialization configuration, dormitory security configuration, 

message center configuration and behavior anomaly configuration, as shown in Figure 1. The initial 

configuration is mainly to configure the database address, user name and password. Dormitory 

security configuration is mainly to configure the abnormal time in the dormitory; The message 

center configuration configures whether to display abnormal messages. Abnormal behavior 

configuration is to configure the abnormal threshold parameters in the abnormal behavior detection 

module [10-11]. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of system configuration functions 

2.2. Design of Data Management 

(1) Personnel data management 

In this system, the personnel data management module is functionally divided into displaying 

personnel data, downloading personnel information template, uploading personnel data, editing and 

deleting personnel data [12]. Display personnel data refers to the persons on uploading data 

visualization display, such as personal name, student number, id number, phone number, email, 

download template refers to upload information personnel information when required by the 

template, because this system on the personnel information data recorded by excel format input, so 

you need to follow a certain format and specification, Therefore, this template is designed; 

Uploading personnel data is to upload personnel information in batches through excel sheets. Edit 

and delete the uploaded personnel information, and if there is any error, it can be modified [13-14]. 

(2) Incoming and outgoing data management 

In the design of data in and out of a total of two functions are data interface and data display. 

Data interface refers to the acquisition of incoming and outgoing data through the form of interface. 

There are two ways to design the interface: one is to upload incoming and outgoing data through 

visual buttons in the form of txt files; the other is to upload data through API in the form of 

programming; Data display is a visual display of uploaded data [15-16]. 

The data management page is divided into two parts. The upper part is the function button to 

download the entry and exit data template and upload the entry and exit data respectively, while the 

lower part is the display of the entry and exit data, including serial number, name, certificate 

number, entry and exit time, entry and exit status, entry and exit device, device type, entry and exit 

area, and body temperature [17]. 

2.3. Association Rules 

The basic concepts of association rules include transaction, item set, support degree, confidence 

degree, frequent item set and infrequent item set, association rule, strong association rule, etc. [18]. 

Support(s): The ratio of the number of occurrences of transactions containing certain itemsets to 

system configuration 

Initialize Configuration 

Dormitory security configuration 

Message Center Configuration 

Behavior Exception Configuration 
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the total number of data sets. If the support degree of X and Y is analyzed, it is defined as: 

)(number

)(number
)(),(support
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     (1) 

Confidence(c): The ratio of Support(X, Y) and Support(X), defined as: 

)(P
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)()(Confidence

X
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YXPYX 

     (2) 

The method to discover the original association rules is to use enumeration method, that is, by 

finding out all possible candidate itemsets, including many infrequent itemsets, and then comparing 

the support degree of candidate itemsets with minsup, the frequent itemsets are retained. This 

method is time-consuming and inefficient. 

Using the principle of Apriori algorithm, deleting part of the candidate item sets is equivalent to 

pruning the data set. After pruning, the candidate item sets become less, and the operation 

efficiency is greatly improved compared with enumeration method. The Apriori algorithm process 

is as follows: 

In the first step, data sets were scanned. Firstly, the support degree of each item was calculated 

according to the number of data sets, and then item sets greater than or equal to minsup were 

retained to obtain frequent 1− item set L1. 

In the second step, the set generated by L1 is pruned to generate the set C2 of candidate 2− 

itemsets, and each item in C2 is counted. Retaining items greater than or equal to minsup, obtaining 

frequent 2− itemset L2; 

In the third step, by analogy, the set generated by Lk-1 is pruned to generate the set Ck of 

candidate K− itemsets, and then the items greater than or equal to minsup are retained to obtain 

frequent K− itemsets. Until finally no new frequent itemsets are generated, the rules with greater 

than or equal to the minimum confidence are retained. 

3. Investigation and Research on the Application of Campus Security Access Control System 

Relying on Association Rules 

3.1. Campus Access Alarm Association Mining Model 

According to the process of data mining according to the characteristics of the campus entrance 

guard the alarm data, set up warning model for mining association rules mining, a complete mining 

association rules including the base station of alarm data acquisition, the campus entrance guard 

alarm data pretreatment, the campus entrance guard alarm association rule mining, association rules 

analysis and post-processing, rules of application of these processes. 

There are a large number of redundant, incomplete and repeated alarm data collected from the 

original campus access control alarm database. If it is directly used to mine association rules, not 

only the mining efficiency is low, but also the obtained rules can not reflect the real situation. 

Therefore, the collected alarm data must be preprocessed, including redundancy processing, field 

information processing, data normalization processing, and time segmentation processing. The 

preprocessed alarm data is used to form the alarm mining transaction database. The Apriori 

algorithm is used to mine the alarm transaction data. The rules obtained by mining are analyzed and 

post-processed to get meaningful rules. These meaningful rules can be applied to the management 

of campus access alarm. 
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3.2. Alarm Data Extraction 

The alarm data used in this article is from the database station of Campus Security Access 

Control System, which stores historical alarm information. The name of the table for storing 

historical alarms in the system database is alarmTmp. For research purposes, 618429 historical 

alarm data of the whole two months from 2021-09-01 00:00:00 to 2021-10-31 23:59:59 are 

extracted from this table. 

4. Analysis and Research on the Application of Campus Security Access Control System 

Relying on Association Rules 

4.1. Deleting Duplicate Alarm Data 

Duplicate alarms occur because an exception is detected by related nes and each NE sends the 

exception alarm. In the alarm_datasource table, if all fields are the same except the ID, the alarm 

data is a duplicate alarm. You only need to save one duplicate alarm. To delete a duplicate alarm, 

perform the following steps: 

for(i=0;i<count(alarm_datasource)-10;i++) 

{ 

for(j=i+1;j<i+10;j++) 

{ 

If(The fields are identical except for ID) 

Delete the record 

} 

} 

Based on the observation of alarm data, most duplicate alarm data are stored side by side because 

the alarm time is the same. Therefore, check the last 10 alarms of one alarm data and delete the 10 

duplicate alarms. 

4.2. Normalization of Data 

For data normalization purposes, we use numbers to represent levels uniformly here, with the 

number 1 replacing urgent or critical, 2 replacing important or major, 3 replacing general or minor, 

4 replacing warning or waring, and 5 replacing uncertainty or uncertain. We also need to normalize 

the data in the alarmncatalog field. Run the distinet operation on the data in the alarmncatalog 

column to query all types of the alarmncatalog field. All types of alarms are coded as shown in 

Table 1. The segment codes of alarm time are shown in Table 2. 

Table 1. Alarm type code table 

Alarm type Alarm type code 

Urgent 1 

Important 2 

Commonly 3 

Warning 4 

Uncertain 5 
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Table 2. Alarm time segment coding table 

Alarm period Alarm time segment code 

08:00-12:00 00 

12:00-18:00 01 

18:00-00:00 10 

00:00-08:00 11 

4.3. Mining Alarm Association Rules 

The Apriori algorithm in this paper is used to mine the mining transaction table alarmtdata, and 

different rules are obtained by setting different support degrees and confidence degrees. The 

number of rules produced is shown in Table 3 below: 

Table 3. Statistics of rule generation 

Number of generation rules Minimum Support (%) Minimum Confidence (%) 

1124 1 10 

648 1 20 

211 5 10 

83 5 20 

35 10 10 

0 10 20 

 

 

Figure 2. Alarm association rules mining results 

As the support and confidence levels increase, the number of rules will become smaller and 

smaller, and the partial results with minimum support of 10% and minimum confidence of 10% are 

shown below, as shown in Figure 2. 

Some of the rules are analyzed below. For the first rule :alarmptime=10∩alarmcatalog= 

Unknown Person   alarmlevel=2(support=1.82%, confidence=66.8%). The meaning of this rule 
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is as follows: When the alarm time is between 6:00 PM and 00:00 am, and the alarm type is that an 

unknown person attempts to enter the alarm, the probability that the alarm is a major alarm is 66.8%. 

At the same time, the lifting degree of the rule is 1.035>1, indicating that the two sides of the rule 

are positively correlated. 

Maintenance personnel are interested in this rule. You can find out the alarm occurrence rule 

based on this rule. According to these rules, the maintenance staff can predict the alarm of campus 

access control. 

At the same time for the rule: Alarm name = campus power failure → Alarm level = critical 

(confidence=100%). This rule is obviously meaningless, because the alarm name outage alarm is an 

emergency alarm, this rule is not new. 

5. Conclusion 

Computer technology, network technology, the development makes the various universities has 

basically have send new campus security software and hardware environment needed for the 

entrance guard system, this system on the interface, humane treatment as far as possible, convenient 

operation, the use of this system for logistics information, analysis of students' safety can be 

effectively, The ability to mine association rules further increases the likelihood of finding useful 

rules. Due to time reasons, this system is not perfect; the function of each function module is still 

insufficient. In this system, only with the help of data mining association rules in the theory analysis, 

in the next stage, will further the research in the theory of data mining of other technology in 

campus security entrance guard system application value, so as to make the campus security 

entrance guard system in such aspects as policy auxiliary construction in universities, colleges and 

universities play a bigger role. 
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